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Fusion, Antimatter & the Space Drive: Charting a Path to the Stars

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last century human kind has accomplished some great
milestones in spaceflight. This began in 1903 when Konstantin
Tsiolkovsky published his paper ‘The exploration of cosmic
space by means of reaction devices’ which first discussed
reactive propulsion and interplanetary travel using liquid Hy-
drogen and Oxygen as a fuel. In the same year the Wright Flyer
achieved the first powered heavier than air flight, reaching an
altitude of 3 m over a distance of 37 m for around 12s, powered
by a 12hp engine. This truly was a remarkable year.

It was in 1919 that Robert Goddard first published ‘a method
of reaching extreme altitudes’ and in 1926 launched the first
liquid fuelled rocket using Oxygen and gasoline. This rocket
was around 3 m long, reached an altitude of around 56 m and
attained a maximum speed of 27 m/s. Around the same period,
extensive rocket research was taking place in Germany, stem-
ming from the publication of ‘The rocket into planetary space’
by Hermann Oberth in 1923. This led to the development of the
V2 rocket powered by liquid Oxygen and alcohol fuel. This
was around 14 m long, 1.6 m in diameter and weighed around
12 tons. The first was launched in 1944 and it was the first
vehicle to fly outside the sensible atmosphere at 50 miles
altitude and 200 miles in range, achieving a speed of 1.6km/s,
nearly 5 times the speed of sound. The world space community
has built upon these foundations, derived from the original
organisations such as ‘The German Society for Space Travel’
formed in 1927, ‘The American Interplanetary Society’ formed
in 1930 and ‘The British Interplanetary Society’ formed in
1933. International space organisations have flourished since,
most of which are supported as government funded administra-
tions.

From this basis and motivated by many different factors, our
society has made great strides in space exploration. We have
built the international space station, walked upon the grey
barren face of the Moon, launched spacecraft to nearly all of
the solar systems planetary bodies and landed robotic probes
on several. Future missions to these mysterious worlds are
likely to make great discoveries worthy of our efforts. The
pictures taken of the Earth from the Moon have a stirring
influence on our consciousness. So it was that the Astronomer
Carl Sagan suggested and finally achieved that most breathtak-
ing of pictures taken by Voyager 1; ‘Pale blue dot’ from
6.4 billion km away.

The latest phase in this story was the announcement in 2004
of the NASA Vision for Space Exploration [1]. This is a short
but inspiring document that sees a return to the Moon by human
beings by 2020 and eventual manned missions to that ever
present red planet – Mars. Exciting times lay ahead in both
robotic and manned space travel to near orbit and our neigh-
bouring worlds. However, the true promise of spaceflight is
travel to other stars, to see other planets and potentially find
new habitable worlds for future generations of human explor-
ers. Astronomers have already identified around 300 exo-plan-
ets. Future telescopes may be able show us actual images of
what these worlds look like. Only then can we start to assess the
orbital, planetary and chemical conditions and judge the poten-
tial for life.

This life may be simple single cell organisms or indeed have
all the richness and diversity of chemistry that is present on our
own world. The universe may be teeming with life and we can
only ascertain the answer by going out there and exploring. It is
entirely possible that other intelligent civilisations may choose
to come and visit us first. It was Arthur C. Clarke who said that
“I can never look now at the Milky Way without wondering
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from which of those banked clouds of stars the emissaries are
coming...I do not think we will have to wait for long” [2]. We
are now in a position where technology has advanced so much
that we can begin to design an interstellar mission without
requiring new physics. The biggest obstacle is the engineering.
In this paper, we shall explore the technical challenge of inter-
stellar travel and the basic aim here is to demonstrate that
‘interstellar travel can no longer be considered impossible’.
This is what one may call ‘Clarke’s vision’ for the future of
humanity. Our main focus will be on the propulsion engine that
we can employ for such an ambitious mission.

2. THE CHALLENGE OF INTERSTELLAR FLIGHT

Many believe that interstellar travel is impossible. But those
who are familiar with the technical challenges have a different
opinion. Robert Forward said that “Travel to the stars will be
difficult and expensive. It will take decades of time, GW of
power, kg of mass-energy and trillions of dollars...interstellar
travel will always be difficult and expensive, but it can no
longer be considered impossible” [3].

It is also worth quoting Arthur C. Clarke once again to show
clearly where his opinion was “Many conservative scientists
appalled by these cosmic gulfs, have denied that they can ever
be crossed.....And again they will be wrong, for they have
failed to grasp the lesson of our age – that if something is
possible in theory, and no fundamental scientific laws oppose
its realisation, then sooner or later it will be achieved” [4].

Let us first examine the opinion of the negativist and con-
sider the reasons given as to why interstellar travel could never
be done:

• The nearest stars are too far away.
• Travel times are too long.
• Fuel requirements are too high.
• Long periods in the vacuum of space and zero gravity.
• Requirement for closed cycle life support systems for

manned missions.
• Radiation hazards.
• Dust and micrometeoroid impact hazards.
• Why bother launching, when any vehicle could be

overtaken by a later launch, which is faster?
• Even if we could go extremely fast, relativistic effects

for any crew would cause them to be separated in ‘time’
from their families back home.

Let us now examine the opinion of the positivist and con-
sider the reasons why interstellar travel (robotic and manned)
should one day be attempted:

• The long term survival of the human race requires a long
term view of our future.

• The sun has a finite age of around 5 billion years.
• Limited energy sources available.
• Desirable to find other habitable worlds and life with

huge implications for our understanding of biology and
medicine.

• We must build upon the past achievements in space,
before we forget the technical knowledge and sink back
to the dark ages.

• We must become an outward looking society.
• Scientific advancements.
• Potential cultural interactions with other intelligent life

forms.
• Understand our place and purpose in the wider universe.

Interstellar travel is just one form of space travel as defined
by typical distance scales in the cosmos. Because scales in the
universe are very large (astronomical), we must turn to defini-
tions used in astronomy to comprehend the vast distance scales
involved. We note that an astronomical unit (AU) is the dis-
tance between the Earth and the Sun. 1AU = 1.496x1011m. We
also note that 1light year = 9.46x1015m = 63,240AU. Different
forms of space travel can then be categorised as follows:

• Near Earth Travel: ~0.003AU, ~10-8ly (ISS-Shuttle,
satellites, Lunar exploration)

• Interplanetary Travel: ~40AU, ~10-5ly (Mercury-Pluto)
• Extraplanetary Travel: ~40-500AU, ~10-5-10-2ly (Kuiper

belt)
• ~500-50,000AU, ~10-2-0.8ly (Oort Cloud)
• Interstellar Travel: ~271,932AU, ~4.3ly (nearest star α-

Cent)
• Intergalactic Travel: ~108-1010AU, ~2000-160,000ly

(Milky Way)
• Extragalactic Travel: ~1011Au, ~106ly (nearest galaxy

M31 Andromeda)

Assuming that we can develop the technology to visit our
stellar neighbourhood, where would be like to go? Our Sun is a
G2 yellow Dwarf type spectral class, and perhaps stars of
similar type may have solar systems like our own. Within a 20ly
radius of our solar system, there are around 6G-class stars [5].
Within a ~70ly radius, there are ~100G-class stars. The G-class
stars in our galaxy amount to ~3% of the total stars. If the
galaxy has ~100 billion stars, then this amounts to a lot of
potential solar systems. That is not to say that stars of other
spectral type will not necessarily have solar systems, it’s just
always a good bet to start with what you know. The search for
extra-solar planets has become a dominant research field in
recent years, but most of the worlds discovered are giant Jupi-
ter like planets. The discovery of an Earth like world is yet to be
made.

The obvious first stellar candidate is the Alpha Centauri
system located at 4.3ly away, that’s ~272,000AU or 40,000
billion km. Alpha Centauri is a G2-class star and it has two
companions Beta Centauri and Proxima Centauri. Although
this system is the nearest, it is located far out of the ecliptic
plane so any spacecraft would have to fly along a wide angle
trajectory costing more in terms of fuel requirements. Another
option is Epsilon Eridani located 11.1ly away and a G5-class
star. This is an exciting target in light of recent discoveries of an
extra-solar planet and possible asteroid belts [6]. Then there is
Tau Ceti 11.9ly away, a G8-class star. Finally, we mention
Barnard’s star located 5.9ly away, which was the mission target
for the Daedalus design [7].

Supposing we have the technology available, how fast do we
need to go? For simplicity, we can consider the speed require-
ments for a linear distance profile to 4.3ly away, ignoring the
fact that Alpha Centauri is out of the ecliptic plane (the same
assumption is applied to later estimates for different propulsion
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schemes in section 5). We also ignore accelerations require-
ments. Table 1 shows typical journey times to reach this dis-
tance for given constant velocities. The data clearly shows that
to reach the nearest star in a time frame of order a century or
less, a vehicle must travel at a cruise velocity of >10,000 km/s,
which equates to >3% of light speed.

TABLE 1:  Linear Velocity Scale to Alpha Centauri.

Velocity km/s % light speed Time to ααααα-Cent

1 0.0003% 1.3 million years
10 0.003% 130,000 years

100 0.03% 13,000 years
1000 0.3% 1300 years

10,000 3% 130 years
100,000 33% 13 years
200,000 66% 6 years

300,000 = c 100% 4 years

To put these speed requirements into perspective, we can
compare this to the fastest vehicles that we have so far sent out
into deep space. This is the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft.
Pioneer 10 was launched in March 1972 and is currently travel-
ling at ~13 km/s or ~2.6AU/year. Pioneer 11 was launched in
April 1973 and is currently travelling at ~12 km/s or ~2.4AU/
year. Voyager 1 was launched in August 1977 and Voyager 2 in
September 1977 and both are travelling at ~17 km/s or 3.6AU/
year. In January 2006 NASA also launched the New Horizons
mission which will visit Pluto and move on to the Kuiper belt. It
is currently travelling at ~18 km/s or ~3.8AU/year. To reach
Alpha Centauri we must cross a vast distance of ~272,000AU.
At current speeds, most of these vehicles would reach their
nearest line of sight star in ~30-40,000 years, with Voyager 2
too taking much longer due to its very low trajectory angle to
the orbital plane.

If a vehicle could attain sufficient velocities to reach the
nearest star Alpha Centauri within a reasonable timeframe,
what sort of mission options would there be? Designers can
manipulate various mission profiles by varying the parameters
of acceleration, velocity and mission duration, which is meas-
ured by the time for data return to Earth (mission duration to
destination + 4.3 years for signal transmission at speed c). We
can consider simple linear mission analysis by using equations
of motion. We ignore a deceleration phase for this analysis and
also assume that Alpha Centauri is positioned at 0° to the
ecliptic plane. We assume constant acceleration for an initial
period of time.

Table 2 shows the results of several hypothetical mission
profiles. For comparison, the Daedalus project [7] discussed in

TABLE 2:  Linear Mission Analysis to Alpha Centauri.

Acceleration phase Cruise phase Minimum data
 return from ααααα-Cent

0.01g for 1 year 0.01c for 429 years ~435 years
0.01g for 5 years 0.05c for 83 years ~93 years

0.01g for 10 years 0.1c for 38 years ~53 years
0.1g for 1 year 0.1c for 42 years ~48 years
0.1g for 5 years 0.5c for 6 years ~15 years
0.5g for 1 year 0.5c for 8 years ~13 years
1g for 1 year ~1c for 5 years ~10 years

section 6 had a mission profile that involved two acceleration
phases, the first at 0.03g to 0.07c followed by 0.06g up to a
cruise speed of 0.12c to get to Barnard’s star (5.9ly away) in
~46 years.

One is quickly led to the result that the most practical
requirements for reaching the nearest stars are 0.01g-1g (accel-
eration), 0.1c – 0.5c (mission velocity) and 50–100 years (mis-
sion duration). The lower limit on the acceleration will result in
prolonged duration missions, and acceleration >1g (e.g. 10g)
would both (a) not impact the mission duration due to speed of
light limit and (b) give rise to uncomfortable accelerations for
any crew on board. Also, mission durations of a century of
more would be outside the working lifetime of a designer
(which may not be desirable) as well as place stringent environ-
mental pressures on the technology. Missions that accelerate
quickly to high fractions of the speed of light are also likely to
be more expensive, due to the fuel requirements So an ideal
mission profile would be one that employed ~0.1g acceleration
for a few years up to ~0.3c resulting in total mission duration of
~50 years. Conventional thinking about future interstellar mis-
sions is that they are likely to be one of two types. Type I: A
short ~50 year mission using high velocity engines to acceler-
ate to a high fraction of the speed of light, completing the
mission within the lifetime of designers. Type II: A long ~100-
1000 year mission using low velocity but long burning engines,
completing the mission duration over several generations of
designers. It is generally believed that a Type I mission would
require a large technology jump, but a Type II mission would
require only a moderate jump, except perhaps with the environ-
mental lifetime requirements.

3. PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS
FOR INTERSTELLAR FLIGHT

There are three categories of propulsion that designers are
presented with when considering interstellar flight. The first is
an Internally Propelled Engine, which uses the energy released
from internally ignited fuels to produce thrust via a simple
reaction principle. A chemical rocket would fall within this
category. The second is an Externally Propelled Engine, which
aims to increase vehicle performance by negating mass ratio
issues associated with carrying large mass fuels. In essence, the
energy source is sent to the vehicle from an external source and
pushes it along. The solar sail would be in this category. A third
is what we can call an Interstellar Shortcut. This is based upon
speculative science and the objective is to completely negate
the distance scale involved between the origin and destination.
Other than for basic orbital manoeuvring, no fuels are required.
The vehicle simply exploits some loophole in Einstein’s Gen-
eral Relativity Theory to manipulate the fabric of space-time,
such as in a wormhole.
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We can begin to consider the energy and power require-
ments for an interstellar mission by simply thinking about the
energy required to impart to a vehicle to produce kinetic energy
for forward momentum, assuming 100% conversion efficiency.
This will give us our minimum requirements. We can consider a
situation where a vehicle accelerates for 0.1g up to ~0.3c,
where relativistic effects are negligible at these speeds. We can
then calculate the required energy input from the kinetic energy
involved using the relation:

21
2

E mV= (1)

This leads directly to an estimate for the power require-
ments, where it is easily shown that the minimum power to push
a 1ton vehicle to 1/3rd of light speed over a period of 3 years is
~50GigaWatts. For the same speed a 100,000 ton vehicle would
require ~5petaWatts of power.

4. BASIC ROCKET SCIENCE

The thrust of a chemical rocket is given by the mass flow rate of
the expelled products m , the exhaust velocity of those prod-
ucts and the pressure difference between the combustion cham-
ber and the ambient medium. The area of the nozzle is also
relevant. The exhaust velocity has a dependence upon the ratio
of specific heats γ, the specific gas constant R and the combus-
tion temperature To. These can all then be related to derive a
relation known as the specific impulse of the engine, which is
an efficiency measure in seconds for how long the fuel will
burn for, producing a quantity of thrust per unit mass flow
reacted at sea level. These three relations [8] are:
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The most important thing to know about these relations is
the dependence of the rocket performance (thrust or exhaust
velocity) on two factors: (1) the specific gas constant R=R’/M,
where R’ is the universal gas constant and M is the molecular
weight of the fuel. For maximum performance, fuels are re-
quired which minimise the molecular weight. A Hydrogen-
Oxygen combination is lighter than a Kerosine-Oxygen combi-
nation and give rise to a larger Isp (2) the combustion tempera-
ture To, which depends upon the choice of chemical fuels. Fuels
are required which maximise the combustion temperature by
having associated high heat of reactions.

However, what we immediately learn is that there is a physi-
cal limit to how high the combustion temperature can be raised
as determined by the combination and dissociation of the end
product molecules. This leads to a practical physical perform-
ance limit, which equates to a typical specific impulse of ~500s,
although in theory could be as high as ~1000s. The space
shuttle attains Isp~480s to give Ve~7.7 km/s (0.00003c), but
even if this speed could be sustained it would reach Alpha
Centauri in ~165,000 years. Similarly, the Saturn 5 attained
Ve~11.2 km/s (0.000037c), Isp ~1000s and would reach Alpha

Centauri in ~113,000 years if the speed was sustained. For
interstellar missions therefore, chemical fuels are clearly inad-
equate. An interstellar mission is likely to require Isp≥1million
seconds in order to reach 1/3rd of light speed accelerating even
at 10g (suitable for a robotic mission). The US space shuttle
and Saturn 5 rockets are fantastic achievements for near earth
and lunar operations, but clearly fall short of this longer dis-
tance goal.

The final bit of physics we need to understand is the ideal
rocket equation, which relates the burnout velocity of a rocket
to its Isp and mass ratio Mi/Mf, defined to be the initial mass
divided by the final mass (no fuel). Inverting the relation pro-
duces another for the mass ratio, which increases exponentially
for any defined increase in velocity increment.
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Equation (6) tells us what mass fraction is required to achieve
a certain fraction of light speed, such as 1/10th of 1% or
~300 km/s. To achieve this using chemical fuels which have a
maximum Ve~5 km/s would require a mass fraction of ~1026. In
other words, the fuel mass would have to be this much greater
than the vehicle mass due to the need for large fuel tanks
(increased structural mass). The higher the velocity required,
the larger the mass fraction for a given exhaust velocity. To
lower the mass fraction, one must find ways to increase the
exhaust velocity – this requires alternative propulsion schemes
using fuels that are more energetic. The important results dis-
cussed in these relations will be referenced in our discussion of
interstellar flight propulsion schemes for the remainder of this
paper.

5. PROPULSION SCHEMES FOR
INTERSTELLAR FLIGHT

We have shown that chemical rocket propulsion is clearly
inadequate for interstellar flight. What then are the alterna-
tives? We now consider these briefly; both practical schemes as
well as those based on speculative physics principles.

Within the limitations of current chemical technology, we
could just build massive ships weighing many hundreds of
thousands of tons, containing possibly hundreds of human
pioneers on a so called ‘Generation ship’. The community
would then set out on a journey with the knowledge that they
would never return again to their home world. However, it
would be their great…...great, grand children that would finally
reach the destination of another world. Presumably, astrono-
mers would have identified a suitable world for the space
travellers to travel to prior to sending them out, which illus-
trates the importance of astronomical observations as an explo-
ration driver.

It has been known for some time that several species of
animals hibernate for long periods, throughout the cold winter
periods. If we could unlock the biological mechanism responsi-
ble for this then there would be a clear application to space
travel. Astronauts could be sent on long duration space mis-
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sions in a state of ‘hybernation’, with their heart rates and body
temperature significantly lowered. Once the vehicle arrives at
the destination they would be woken up and able to complete
the mission. This idea has been exploited in many science
fiction stories such as ‘2001 A Space Odyssey’ [9].

One of the common forms of space propulsion used today is
‘Electric propulsion’ which falls into three types, electrothermal,
electrostatic and electromagnetic. In essence all will heat up a
fuel electrically and then use electric and/or magnetic fields to
accelerate charged particles to provide thrust. In theory electric
propulsion could attain Ve ~30 km/s (0.001c), Isp~10,000s, and
would reach Alpha Centauri in ~42,000 years.

One of the exciting technology developments in recent years
is the ‘Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket’
(VASIMR [10]) or what is known as a ‘Plasma Rocket’. This
has been developed by the former astronaut Chang-Diaz and
his team at the Ad Astra Rocket Company in Texas in conjunc-
tion with NASA. This engine is unique in that the specific
impulse can be varied depending upon the mission require-
ment. It bridges the gap between high thrust-low specific im-
pulse technology (i.e like the space shuttle) and low thrust-high
specific impulse technology (i.e. like electric engines) and can
function in either mode thereby optimizing the mission. The
VASIMR drive could attain Ve~300 km/s (0.003c), Isp~30,000s
and reach Alpha Centauri in ~4,200 years. Although this tech-
nology is impressive, it still won’t get us to the stars. However,
the interesting thing about this technology is that it can be
considered a prototype demonstrator for how we may do fu-
sion-based propulsion in the future. Although large improve-
ments are required in the power, field control and shielding.

In the same way today that we are using nuclear reactors to
generate electricity to power our cities, it has been suggested
historically that the same technology could be used as a ‘Nu-
clear Propulsion’ scheme. The NERVA project of 1963 (for-
merly ROVER in 1956 [11]) was an attempt to design a nuclear
thermal propulsion system that could be used for missions to
Mars. It would have generated ~867kN of thrust and had an
Isp~825s. Its main fuel was liquid Hydrogen propellant passed
through a compact nuclear reactor and then heated. Unfortu-
nately this project was cancelled in the 1970’s. In theory a
nuclear reactor rocket could attain Ve~30 km/s (0.0001c),
Isp~3000s but would reach Alpha Centauri in ~43,000 years.

Nuclear and electric propulsion can be combined in a ‘Nu-
clear Electric Rocket’. An example of where this sort of tech-
nology has been considered for a theoretical mission was in the
US NASA ‘Thousand Astronomical Unit’ (TAU) study of 1976
[12]. This used a nuclear electric engine with 12 ion thrusters
producing a total specific impulse of ~12,500s using 40tons of
liquid Xenon. The vehicle would obtain a cruise velocity of
~100 km/s (0.0003c) with a 10 year burn, reaching 1000AU
within ~50 years. However, at this speed it would take ~12,000
years to reach Alpha Centauri.

The idea of a ‘Solar Sail’ is a wonderfully romantic one. The
sun is an enormous energy source and continuously blasts solar
wind particles into the solar system. However, it is not these
particles that we are interested in but photons of light. Photons
are odd particles because although they do not have mass, they
do have momentum which can be imparted to any sail. Ideally,
a solar sail would be highly reflective, thin, wide in area and
low in density. Materials such as Aluminium Micra have been
suggested. The intensity of the solar radiation flux at the orbit

of the earth is ~1400W/m2 whilst at the sun it is ~10,000W/m2

[5]. Any solar sail would ideally first perform a ‘sundiver’
manoeuvre into the Sun to pick up large acceleration prior to
heading out of the solar system. The problem however, is that
solar intensity drops off with distance squared, although so
does gravity, so once sufficient velocity is attained the sail
should be able to maintain that. In theory, designs for gigantic
Supersails could attain Ve~30,000 km/s (0.1c), Isp~30,000s and
would take ~50 years to reach Alpha Centauri.

Because the solar intensity reduces the further out into space
you go, it has been suggested that instead giant lasers could be
built in orbit around the Sun, which could send a highly colli-
mated, narrow beam continuously towards the spacecraft. In
theory this could give Ve~60,000 km/s (0.2c) taking ~40 years
to reach Alpha Centauri. The Isp would be unlimited as the
lasers can continuously be replaced. This idea was used in the
science fiction story ‘The mote in God’s eye’ [13] based on
ideas from the physicist Robert Forward. Instead of using
lasers, one could send out a beam of microwaves, which may be
more efficient. Although there is a practical limit to how far the
microwave pulse could reach due to difficulties with forming
narrow beams. This form of propulsion was considered for the
‘Starwisp’ design [3], which was a 1 km diameter hexagonal
wire mesh sail, accelerated at >100g by 10GW of beamed
energy, attaining a coast velocity of 0.2c. But in theory, a
‘Microwave Powered Sail’ could attain Ve~60,000 km/s (0.2c),
Isp~6000s and reach Alpha Centauri in ~40 years.

We next discuss the ‘External Nuclear Pulse Rocket’, where
many nuclear bombs are detonated at the rear of the spacecraft
and the explosive products are then used to provide the mo-
mentum transfer to push the vehicle. This was seriously investi-
gated in Project Orion in the 1950’s [15]. The idea had first
been generated by the same scientists working on the Manhat-
tan Project and in an effort to find peaceful uses of nuclear
energy Orion was born. The British born Physicist Freeman
Dyson was one of the people that worked on this exciting
scheme. There were several issues, but the main one was whether
or not the explosively generated hot plasma would melt the
vehicle. To capture this material, a huge pusher plate was
located at the rear of the vehicle, and the subsequent impulse
would ablate some of the surface, and huge shock absorbers
would cushion the acceleration from any crew located at the
front. This was a bold proposal, although atmospheric detona-
tions are not popular with the general public. Throughout the
seven years of the project, around $11 million was spent.
George Dyson (son of Freeman) has written eloquently about
the history of Project Orion [16].

Several reference designs of Orion were produced, but in
one version the total mass would be ~400,000 tons including
300,000 bombs weighing 1 ton each and a payload of ~20,000
tons. The bombs would be detonated about 1 every 3 seconds
pushing the vehicle at 1g. After 10 days it would reach its
maximum velocity. In theory this scheme could attain Ve~10,000
km/s (0.03c), Isp~10,000s and reach Alpha Centauri in ~130
years. The most interesting aspect of this propulsion scheme is
that it is the only concept that combines high Isp-high thrust
technology that could have been built yesterday. If there ever
was an impending asteroid threat, Orion may be our best hope
of getting there quickly to deploy whatever deflection method
we wish to use. It’s a question of engineering and political will,
rather than one of science.

The external nuclear pulse rocket is clearly highly viable for
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the desired goals, however, the controversial nature of using
nuclear bomb technology and the existence of a test ban treaty
rule this technology out. In an attempt to find alternatives we
arrive at the ‘internal nuclear fusion pulse rocket’ which is
discussed in more detail in section 6.

One of the potentially exciting developments for space pro-
pulsion is the idea of an ‘Antimatter Rocket’. Antimatter was
first predicted by the mathematician Paul Dirac in 1928. Anti-
matter particles have identical mass to matter particles but
reversed electrical charge and magnetic field. The positron
(anti-electron) was first discovered in 1932. The antiproton
was discovered in 1955, followed shortly by the antineutron in
1956. The collision of a matter-antimatter pair results in the
annihilation of both into energy proportioned as 1/3rd gamma-
rays and 2/3rd charged pions. The pions move at ~94% of
speed of light but they exist for just long enough to travel ~20 m
and be redirected for thrust by a magnetic nozzle. The beauty of
antimatter is that the potential energy release is ~1000 times
that of fission and ~100 times that of fusion. 1g of antimatter
has an equivalent energy release of ~20,000 tons of chemical
fuel. The problem is that antimatter production is a difficult
process as well as the method used to contain it, although,
research into antimatter traps is progressing fast and appears
highly practical in the near future [17]. Also antimatter produc-
tion is expensive with estimated costs $100 billion per milli-
gram [18]. However, any space propulsion schemes employing
antimatter based physics will certainly open up the stellar
neighbourhood to human kind, if enough fuel can be produced
and contained efficiently.

One of the ways that the issues of increasing mass fraction in
space flight for increasing velocity increment can be solved is
to think of spacecraft that are not constrained by such weight
limitations. This has led to the idea of a so called ‘space drive’
which has been defined by other authors as “An Idealized form
of propulsion where the fundamental properties of matter and
space-time are used to create propulsive forces in space with-
out having to carry or expel a reaction mass” [19]. One of the
variations of this theme is the ‘Warp drive’, so beloved of Star
Trek fans. In recent years much academic work has been per-
formed to address this proposal, starting with the first seminal
paper in 1994 [20] using the framework of general relativity. In
theory the warp drive could allow for superluminal velocities
without the restrictions of mass increase or time dilation ef-
fects. Travelling at the speed of light after an initial accelera-
tion phase away from Earth orbit, such a vehicle could reach
Alpha Centauri in ~5 years or even less if superluminal speeds
were possible. However, the massive negative energy require-
ments of this scheme currently place in firmly in the arena of
conjecture [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

An alternative to ‘warp drive’ but based upon the same
mathematical framework is the concept of wormholes – geo-
metrical constructs in the fabric of space-time that allow a
vehicle to enter from one location in the universe and come out
light years away, all in seconds or minutes. Again, wormholes
require massive amounts of negative energy [27] and although
very exciting science, they are not likely to be the scheme by
which we first send probes to other stars.

6. NUCLEAR FUSION FOR
INTERSTELLAR FLIGHT

It is well known that the Sun is able to confine the fusion
plasma by the presence of a massive gravitational field. An

experimental Tokamak reactor will confine a plasma by using
magnetic fields in what is known as ‘Magnetic Confinement
Fusion’ or MCF. In ‘Inertial Confinement Fusion’ or ICF the
inertial mass of a material is itself used to confine the plasma.
Typically, a fusion gas is contained within a high Z pusher
capsule. Laser beams will then impede the surface of the cap-
sule and via a ‘rocket effect’ cause the inner surface to move
inwards, compressing the gas. Eventually, when sufficient den-
sity and temperature is reached, a central hot spot region will be
created and ignites via fusion reactions. This releases alpha
particles (He4) which are trapped within the central hot spot
region and self heats. Eventually, the hot spot region causes a
propagating burn wave through the gas, generating fusion en-
ergy production for the whole capsule volume.

The gas itself would ideally be ignited on the D(T,He4)n
reaction, because this doesn’t require as high a temperature as
other reactions. However, the neutron has neutral charge, so it
is difficult to magnetically direct. An alternative is to use the
D(He3,He4)p reaction, the proton having both charge and not
being radioactive. Also, a D/He3 combination provides a more
manageable exhaust at greater power than D/T, although the
latter is easier to initiate. The requirements for any fusion fuel
is that to achieve ignition it must meet the so called Lawson’s
criteria which depends upon the product of the particle density
n, confinement time τ and temperature T:

21 310n T m skeVτ −≥ (7)

Which for a ~10keV plasma reduces to

20 310n m sτ −≥ (8)

MCF will typically use a small particle number density
(~10-6cm-3) but confine the plasma for a long duration (~few
seconds). Whereas ICF will typically use a very large number
density (~1023 cm-3) but only confine the plasma via lasers for a
short duration (~<1ns). Expressed in the language of ICF
the capsule fuel would ideally have hotspot performance of
ρ~103g cm-3 and ρR~1g cm-2. The surrounding fuel will ideally
have a performance of ρ~102g cm-3 and ρR~0.3g cm-2. This is
the baseline target for the US National Ignition Facility (NIF)
and there is every confidence that successful ignition will be
obtained at high gain. NIF uses 192 beams at 1.8MJ requiring
500TW of power. It goes online in 2009 and should eventually
achieve ~45-100MJ of fusion power for ~1ns.

There are also future plans for a High Power Laser for
Energy Research (HiPER) which would use a fast ignition
technique to achieve high gain [28]. It is under review to begin
construction in 2010. These developments in ICF technology
demonstrators follow those of MCF. The Joint European Torus
(JET) began operation in 1983 at Culham and eventually pro-
duced ~40MW of fusion power for ~1second. The Interna-
tional Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is also
under construction in France, due to begin operations in 2018.
It should produce ~500MW of fusion power for ~1000s and is
a true technology demonstrator. These exciting developments
in fusion research present an opportunity for deep space pro-
pulsion research in future years.

One of the first series design studies to consider using
‘Internal Nuclear Pulse Technology’ was the British Interplan-
etary Society ‘Project Daedalus’ conducted between 1973 and
1978 [7]. Members of the study group were volunteers who all
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shared a romantic vision of humans one day traveling to the
stars. This was a 54,000 ton vehicle with a 450 ton payload and
the whole vehicle was ~190m in length. It was a two stage-
craft. The first stage would burn at 754,000N thrust for
~2 years up to ~7% the speed of light. The second stage would
then burn at 663,000N for ~1.8 years up to ~12% of light
speed. The vehicle would then cruise for ~46 years at
~36,000 km/s.

The most interesting aspect of Daedalus was the propulsion
system, which used electron beams to detonate ~250 inertial con-
finement fusion pellets per second containing a mixture of D/He3

fuel. The fusion products would produce He4 (alpha particles) and
protons, which could be directed for thrust using a magnetic
nozzle. The other interesting feature of the Daedalus design was
the acknowledgement by the study group that such a long duration
mission was likely to result in some system failures. To deal with
this they included ‘watchmen’ repair vehicles to fix any failed
systems. Once the vehicle reached its destination of Barnard’s star
5.9 light years away, it would deploy autonomous robotic probes
to any nearby planets. These probes would be powered by nuclear
ion engines. Barnard’s star was chosen as it was believed to have
several planets at the time based on the latest astronomical infor-
mation. Daedalus could attain Ve~36,000 km/s (0.1c), Isp~100,000s
and reach Alpha Centauri in ~40 years. In this authors view, the
Daedalus study group report is one of the most complete, detailed
and credible designs ever undertaken or since (along with Project
Orion).

Another fusion based propulsion study the ‘Vehicle for In-
terplanetary Space Transport Applications or VISTA’ was con-
ducted between 1986-1987 [29]. The design was to employ
ICF technology like Daedalus but instead would use ~4000
tons of DT fuel driven by a 5MJ laser drive energy. It was a
~6000 ton vehicle with a ~100 ton payload. Another difference
was the use of a fast ignition technique to produce a high gain
target of >1000. It would attain an Isp~10,000s, reaching Mars
with 6 months and a round trip to any planet in the solar system
within 7 years.

The US Naval Academy and NASA also conducted ‘Project
Longshot’ between 1987 and 1988 [30]. The vehicle itself was
~400 ton with a ~30 ton payload all powered by ~300kW
nuclear fission reactor which powered several laser beams for
ICF propulsion using ~260 tons D/He3 fuel. It was calculated to
attain Isp~106s, Ve~14,000 km/s (0.05c) and reach Alpha Centauri
in ~100 years.

It has also been suggested [31] that spacecraft could actually
pick up the fusion fuel that is ever present throughout space such as
interstellar hydrogen. This is the concept of an ‘Interstellar Ram-
jet’. This is a clever idea although the magnetic scoop would have
to be very large in size and then the hydrogen somehow converted
into Deuterium and Tritium isotopes for example. In theory, this
scheme could achieve Ve~100 km/s (0.0003c) and Isp~10,000s,
getting to Alpha Centauri in ~12,600 years.

In this author’s opinion, the most credible space propulsion
scheme in the coming decades will be in ‘Antimatter Catalysed
Fusion’. In this scheme a beam of antiprotons react with the
inside wall of a DT fusion capsule, annihilating the protons and
giving rise to a hot plasma. If the capsule is surrounded by a
metal shell then this produces a self generated magnetic field
which thermally insulates the metal from the hot plasma. Some
studies have reported potential performance of Isp~106s and
T~105N, allowing missions to reach ~10,000AU within 50

years [32]. In the 1990’s Penn State University investigated the
use of antimatter for space propulsion in ‘Antimatter initiated
Microfusion Starship’ (Project AIMStar [33]). The design would
use ~30-130 milligrams of antiprotons to initiate fission in
pellets, which then heats the fuel component and leads to fusion
reactions. The vehicle reference design would undergo
continuous acceleration for ~4-5 years and then coast at
~960 km/s (0.003c), reaching Mars in one month and
~10,000AU (the Oort cloud) within ~50 years. In theory, anti-
matter propulsion could achieve Ve~297,000 km/s (0.99c),
Isp~3x107s and time to Alpha Centauri ~10 years. But this is far
into the future.

7. DOWN SELECTING SCHEMES
FOR INTERSTELLAR FLIGHT

We have only discussed the most popular proposals for inter-
stellar flight but there are many others, perhaps many thou-
sands of specific proposals when one considers that various
combinations of schemes can be combined for optimum per-
formance and specific missions. The selection of any technol-
ogy for an interstellar precursor mission will depend upon a
valid performance comparison.

The best way to distinguish between those propulsion
schemes that are realistic and practical and those that are
speculative fantasy is to consider the maturity of the relevant
technology application. A simple assessment of the different
proposals can lead to categorisation of the technology, where
the trend is for increased cruised velocities.

• Accessible (2008): chemical; electric, plasma drive;
nuclear electric.

• Near future (+50 years): solar sailing, internal/external
nuclear pulse.

• Far future (+100 years): Laser sailing; microwave;
interstellar ramjet; antimatter.

• Speculative (>100 years): warp drive: worm holes.

The problem with this approach is that predicting the future and
associated timescales is risky. The uncertainty in any prediction
becomes larger, the more speculative the concept and the further
into the future one attempts to predict. However, the aerospace
industry has already thought of this problem and has devised so
called Technology Readiness Levels [34], which runs from con-
jecture at TRL1 to the application being fully tested at TRL9.
Table 3 shows TRL’s written as appropriate for an interstellar
probe. It is only by the rigorous and quantitative application of this
sort of analysis to the assortment of propulsion schemes that a true
reality check is enabled on which schemes are viable for near term
missions. If we are to make progress towards the true vision of
interstellar travel, then future efforts of the interstellar propulsion
community should be directed towards increasing the TRLs of
specific design schemes and optimising them for specific mis-
sions. We should be asking what can we do to increase the TRL of
a specific scheme and that should be the driver for all related
academic research. It is the hope of this author that the TRL of
fusion based propulsion systems may increase by ~2levels within
the next two decades.

8. THE ORGANISATION OF
INTERSTELLAR RESEARCH

Between the periods 1988-2007 NASA ran the Institute for
Advanced Concepts (NIAC [35]). The Institute funded two
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levels of project which lasted 6 months ($50k-$75k) and 6-24
months ($75k-$400k). Projects that were revolutionary and
were likely to impact future mission development were particu-
larly selected. Some of the projects funded included: Ultralight
Solar Sails for Interstellar Travel; Plasma Pulsed Power Gen-
erator; Antimatter Driven Sail for Deep Space Missions;
Antiproton-Driven, Magnetically Insulated Inertial Fusion;
Ultrafast Laser-Driven Plasma for Space Propulsion; Mini-
Magnetospheric Plasma Propulsion; The Magnetic Sail.

Similarly, between the periods 1996-2002 NASA ran the Break-
through Propulsion Physics Project (NBPP [36]). It received around
60 proposals and awarded ~$430,000. In total the project cost $1.6
million. BPP supported divergent research topics that focused on
immediate issues and gave rise to incremental progress. Proposals
were awarded based upon competitive peer assessment and em-
phasis was placed upon reliability and not feasibility. Some of the
projects funded included: Investigate possibility that electric fields
used to vary inertia of a body; Test own theory that links electro-
magnetism with mass and time; Investigate variations in gravity
fields around superconductors based on Podkletnov effect; Inves-
tigate superluminal quantum tunnelling; Investigate several ma-
chines that tap energy from vacuum energy; Study the necessity of
negative energy fuels. BPP resulted in the identification of three
visionary breakthrough requirements for interstellar flight: (1)
schemes that require no propellant (2) schemes that circumvent
existing speed limits (3) breakthrough methods of energy produc-
tion to power such devices.

Both the NASA IAC and BPP were ambitious and bold
programs that attempted to solve problems that were grand
challenges. However, due to other funding priorities both of
these programs were cancelled. Today the space community is
focused on four key areas (1) ISS & LEO operations (2) Return
to the Moon (3) Future landings on Mars (4) Astronomy &
Planetary based science. Any interstellar work is theoretical in
nature. To progress divergent research, the space community
needs to think carefully about the culture of science and the
allocation of funding. The inclusiveness of science to non-
academics is also an important area that needs addressing. How

we solve problems also needs to be an ongoing area of re-
search, adopting creating thinking techniques such as the NASA
Horizon Mission Methodology [37]. Finally, the community
needs to follow the spirit of X-prize type competitions and
allocated incentivised rewards for BPP type research.

There is now a void for interstellar type research that is not
being pursued with priority. This needs to be filled by an
internationally funded body. Such a body would accept re-
search proposals from a private individual, space societies,
universities or industry. A process would need to be set up
which conducts a peer review and scoring assessment of each
proposal to aid in any decisions to award appropriate funding.
Opportunities would also exist to conduct more advanced level
two studies. Ultimately, all awarded work would be published
in peer reviewed journals. The sort of projects that would be
supported includes:

• Rigorous peer reviewed research.
• Credible concept studies in space propulsion.
• Specific vehicle design studies.
• Emerging breakthrough physics research.
• Revolutionary-high impact research.
• Astronomical research for targeted missions.
• Visionary mission studies for precursor flights.
• Research which makes measured progress.

As well as research into all of the propulsion schemes dis-
cussed in this paper, other candidate topics for breakthrough
research include investigations into new theories of physics
such as alternative theories of gravity (i.e. ‘Heim theory’ [38],
the Podkletnov impulse generator effect with rotating super-
conducting super fluids [39] and alternative sources of energy
such as the quantum vacuum [40].

One of the technical challenges of any peer review process
is selecting research proposals that are academically credible
and use rigorous techniques. If the filtering process is flawed,

TABLE 3:  Technology Readiness Levels for Various Propulsion Schemes.

TRL 9 Application tested Actual system ‘flight proven’ through Chemical, electric,
successful missions

TRL 8 Application proven Actual system completed & ‘flight Nuclear-electric
qualified’ through test & demonstration

(ground or space)

TRL 7 System proof System prototype demonstration Nuclear
in a space environment

TRL 6 Prototype proof System/subsystem model/prototype Plasma drive, external nuclear pulse
demonstration in relevant environment

(ground or space)

TRL 5 Component proof Component &/or validation Solar sail
in relevant environment

TRL 4 Physics proof Component &/or validation Laser sail
in laboratory environment

TRL 3 Science Analytical & experimental critical function Internal nuclear pulse, microwave
&/or characteristic proof of concept

TRL 2 Speculation Concept and/or application formulated antimatter

TRL 1 Conjecture Basic principles observed/reported Interstellar ramjet, Warp drive, worm hole
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then thousands of people may send in proposals for interstellar
research, which swamps the peer review process. The submis-
sions to ‘watch’ for will be those from whom we may call the
‘enthusiast theorist’ who will make statements like: “Einstein
was completely wrong, my theory proves it”. Typically, these
submitted papers will be highly speculative, non-rigorous, may
not use the scientific method, make unqualified assertions,
disregard historical results, show a lack of citations, leap to
conclusions prematurely, deny alternative explanations, pub-
lish only positive results, embrace revolutionary results only
and be closed and hostile to critique.

One can contrast this with submissions from whom we may
call the ‘Reasonable theorist’ who will make statements like
“My work suggests an inconsistency with Einstein so further
work is required to clarify this”. He will clearly state hypoth-
esis or conjecture to be proven, uses rigorous methods, relies
mainly upon the scientific method, qualifies all assertions,
builds on historical work, gives relevant citations, states con-
clusions with appropriate caveats, accepts alternative explana-
tions, publishes all results, is skeptical of revolutionary results,
is open and welcoming to constructive critique. In space pro-
pulsion research or breakthrough propulsion theories, the ‘en-
thusiast’ is ever present and can divert important resources if
not appropriately managed.

The ‘Tau Zero Foundation’ (TZF [41]) aims to achieve
some of the things mentioned above so as to progress the
interstellar vision. The TZF consists of a volunteer group of
scientists, engineers, artists, writers, entrepreneurs, all dedi-
cated to addressing the issues of interstellar travel. It is a non-
profit corporation supported through donations and not a space
advocacy group. Ultimately, The TZF aims to support incre-
mental progress in interstellar spaceflight. Once fully launched,
it aims to:

• Support students through Scholarships.
• Provide inspirational educational products.
• Attend and arrange international conferences.
• Support for interstellar design studies.
• Support BPP research topics through competitive

selections when funding available.
• Foundation seeks credible, rigorous scientific research.

• Give cash awards for visionary research

History will show whether the TZF is able to generate an
international climate of rigorous academic research dedicated
to the interstellar vision – whatever the main propulsion candi-
date ends up being for the first precursor mission.

9. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the technical challenges for
interstellar flight. We have also discussed many of the proposed
propulsion schemes. This author favors fusion based propul-
sion concepts for future precursor missions and finds the devel-
opments in the fusion physics demonstrator technology encour-
aging. Future fusion schemes using antimatter initiated catalyst
may also hold great promise. However, it is a personal view
that both internal and external nuclear pulse systems will be the
template for how ‘humans’ first reach the stars in future centu-
ries.

The main message from this paper is that it is hopefully clear
to the reader that travel to other stars in the coming centuries
can no longer be considered impossible. We know why we want
to go. Recent developments in astronomy are helping us to
understand where we might like to go. There are many dozens
of propulsion schemes to show us how to get there. It is simply
a question of when will we go – not if.

The key to making the interstellar dream become reality is
the nurturing of five fundamental pillars. Vision that inspires
people to believe it is worth pursuing; Leadership to direct
research efforts towards appropriate developments; Courage to
launch high risk but potentially high gain missions that push the
technology forward; Science to demonstrate that the physics is
credible and will give the desired performance; Engineering to
turn a theoretical idea into an interstellar precursor probe,
which can be built upon for eventual manned interstellar mis-
sions.
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